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Abstract 

OBJECTIVE: Rapidly expanding insights to the human microbiome and health suggest that 

Western medicine is poised for significant evolution, or perhaps revolution – this while the field 

continues on a trajectory from reductionism to a biopsychosocial (BPS) paradigm recognizing 

biological, psychological, and social influences on health. The apparent sensitivity of the 

microbiota to perturbations across BPS domains suggests that a broad and inclusive framework 

is needed to develop applicable knowledge in this area. We outline an ecological framework of 

the human microbiome by extending the BPS concept to better incorporate environmental and 

human factors as members of a global, dynamic set of systems that interact over time. 

METHODS: We conducted a selective literature review across disciplines to integrate 

microbiome research into a BPS framework. 

RESULTS: The microbiome can be understood in terms of ecological systems encompassing 

BPS domains at four levels: (1) immediate (molecular, genetic, and neural processes); (2) 

proximal (physiology, emotion, social integration); (3) intermediate (built environments, 

behaviors, societal practices); and (4) distal (physical environments, attitudes, and broad cultural, 

economic, and political factors). The microbiota and host are thus understood in terms of their 

immediate interactions and the more distal physical and social arenas where they exist. 

CONCLUSIONS: A BPS ecological paradigm encourages replicable, generalizable, 

inter/transdisciplinary research and practices that take into account the vast influences on the 

human microbiome that may otherwise be overlooked or understood out of context. It also 

underscores the importance of sustainable bio-environmental, psychological, and social systems 

that broadly support microbial, neural, and general health. 

 

Keywords: microbiome; microbiota; brain-gut axis; biopsychosocial; ecology; environment; 

antibiotic resistance 

BPS = Biopsychosocial   
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―Nowhere can one see more clearly illustrated what may be called the sensibility of such an 

organic complex, expressed by the fact that whatever affects any species belonging to it, must 

have its influence of some sort upon the whole assemblage. He will thus be made to see the 

impossibility of studying completely any form out of relation to the other forms; the necessity for 

taking a comprehensive survey of the whole as a condition to a satisfactory understanding of any 

part.” (Stephen A. Forbes (1887) (1). 

Introduction 

 Four decades ago, George Engel‘s provocative treatise on a new biopsychosocial (BPS) 

model (2) initiated the contemporary evolution in Western medicine from a largely reductionist 

biomedical paradigm toward wide acceptance of biological, psychological, and social influences 

on health, as reflected in the growing emphasis on behavioral and social sciences in the Medical 

College Admission Test, and the training of physicians more generally (3, 4). Now, rapidly 

expanding research on the human microbiome (the genome of all microorganisms living in and 

on us) and the microbiota (the collection of the microorganisms themselves) (5) with their wide-

ranging health implications could suggest that medicine is undergoing yet another significant 

evolution, or perhaps even revolution (6). At the core of this emerging literature has been a 

proliferation of knowledge gained from animal and human studies examining the microbiota of 

the brain-gut axis in particular for its richness and apparent role in mental and physical processes 

related to healthy functioning and disease (7). 

As with the historic origins of the biomedical model, this emerging trend is again largely 

focused on the microbial world, though now understood as exceedingly more vast and complex. 

The biomedical focus on pathogens and cellular pathologies in general has made, and will 

continue to make, immeasurable contributions in identifying focal points of intervention for 
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many diseases. But with this progress comes the realization of limits to abstracting health and 

disease from the broader context of the whole person and their inhabited world. Likewise, we 

have recently gained much insight from studies attempting to isolate the role of particular taxa 

(organism types) within the gut. Continuation of this basic work is essential. However, there is 

growing appreciation that this approach is limited, and that an ecological paradigm is needed to 

better understand the nexus of human-microbiome health and its context (8-13).  

A decade ago, leading microbiologists advocated that, ―It is time to breach the 

institutionalized dichotomy between environmental science and biomedical research, and to 

study ourselves as an integral and dependent part of our microbe-dominated world.‖ They 

imagined epidemiologists of the future ―describing how changes in kilometre-scale macro-

ecosystems affect micrometer-scale microbial ecosystems associated with populations of meter-

scale human beings, on time scales of an infection, a human lifespan, or the rise and fall of a 

society‖ (14). 

As basic and applied research develops on the microbiome and the brain-gut-microbial 

axis, the functional integration of this work in medicine will be achieved best through research 

that is conceived from a broad, comprehensive framework that considers the evolutionary 

significance of our broadest environments to the neuroscience of mind-body substrates. An 

ecological framework, extending the widely accepted BPS model (2), was developed and 

presented by one of the authors of this article (K.M.) at the American Psychosomatic Society - 

American Gastroenterological Association Symposium, Brain-Gut Interactions and the 

Intestinal Microenvironment held in New York, NY, USA in October, 2015 (15). Here we 
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outline this concept to guide future investigations of the human microbiome, brain-gut 

interactions, and health. Centering on the gut microbiome, we integrate concepts and empirical 

findings across multiple scales within a unifying ecological paradigm that spans disciplines as 

wide-ranging as psychology and environmental microbiology. 

Biopsychosocial Ecology 

Ecological systems are typically characterized by various levels of interrelated processes, 

and may be understood as complex adaptive systems (16). Applied to the broader biosphere, 

complex adaptive systems can account for regularity and patterns observed at higher levels of 

scale (e.g., climate) that emerge from dynamic, nonlinear processes at lower physical or 

organismic levels (17); the biosphere evolves according to the dynamics of its component 

complex adaptive systems and ecosystems, ultimately feeding back to underlying, individual-

level dynamics (17). Likewise, emergent properties of microbes such as particular host responses 

or metabolic processes (18) reach across temporal and spatial scales, but they are most 

immediately the result of interactions among underlying organisms and their environment (18, 

19), and reflect the highly communal nature of microbes (20). General models for emergent 

properties of ecological systems exist (19) and technology to study these systems is ever 

improving (18, 21). With the human microbiome, these approaches can examine the complex 

nonlinear dynamics of the microbiota over time and spatial scales (22), and help us begin to 

appreciate the more complete ecology of the microbiome within the host (23) and the broader 

context of the natural environment (5, 9, 13, 14). 

 Ecological models of health behavior (24-26), chronic pain (27), and human development 

(28) have advanced our understanding of the complex determinants of human health across 

various levels of influence. And, initiatives exist that seek a unified understanding of human, 
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animal, and environmental health (e.g., ―One Health,‖ ―ecohealth,‖ and ―conservation 

medicine‖) (29, 30). However, ecological models with range enough to capture the myriad 

influences on and from the human microbiome have not been clearly articulated in a single, 

integrative framework. 

The proposed model (Figure 1) suggests that health of the gut microbiota, neural systems, 

and their synergies depends on the host‘s immediate microbial ecology and the physiological and 

psychosocial systems proximal to that ecology. These systems are in turn influenced by the 

natural and built physical environments and psychosocial systems at broader scales in which vast 

constellations of microbial ecologies and humans participate. Whereas BPS systems have 

historically been considered along traditional biological, psychological, and social boundaries, an 

ecological framework explicitly considers environmental and human factors as members of a 

dynamic global system that is determined and fluid across multiple levels, within and between 

biological, psychological, and social domains over time. 

Domains of Scale 

Here we survey the most recent findings on the microbiome and frame them within BPS 

domains and levels of scale as implied by the literature. As ecological boundaries are inherently 

permeable, our designations of domain and scale were selected for heuristic value and should be 

interpreted loosely. Accordingly, Figure 1 is intended to convey the context of the microbiome as 

expansive and fluid. In covering multiple bodies of literature, we encourage readers to consider 

the many possibilities for developing interdisciplinary research initiatives reflecting this 

ecological concept. 
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Immediate/Micro Systems 

The human gut microbiota, and microbiome more broadly, are increasingly appreciated 

as ecological systems representing the dynamic interplay of human factors (e.g., genetics and 

immune system) and microorganisms (8, 9) that we consider as the immediate level of analysis. 

The intestinal tract houses a tremendously diverse community of primarily bacterial organisms, 

far outnumbering cells of the human body, and representing a microbiome 150 times larger than 

the human genome (31). The dynamic interplay among these organisms - and between them and 

the immediate physiology of the enteric nervous system - is significant. Indeed, there is growing 

consideration of dysbiosis (imbalance/disruption) of the microbiota and critical host-microbiota 

interactions in disease, rather than the simple presence or absence of specific taxa (8-11, 32). 

Host genes may interact with other factors to influence composition of the gut 

microbiome (33, 34), and in turn, microbes may exert epigenetic effects (35) and shape their 

immediate environments in profound ways by producing biofilms and metabolites (36). Such 

behaviors/traits may occur for reasons that are evolutionarily significant or not to the ―niche 

construction‖ of the microbe‘s environment, and that have a range of ―social‖ implications for 

the microbe itself and other organisms that may be beneficial or detrimental across time and 

locations within the host (36). This can affect the survival and function of microbes, pathogens, 

and host systems through immune and other mechanisms related to microbial community 

structure and function (36, 37). For example, novel interactions within and between bacterial and 

fungal species and their resulting biofilms have recently been identified and related to the 

inflammatory processes of Crohn‘s disease (32). 
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The complexity of these host-microbe interactions and their consequences are profound, 

affecting resistance to pathogens (9) and relating to perhaps most or all biological health 

processes from early development to old age (6). So interconnected are these processes and 

systems that the microbiome has been considered an organ (38) or - when understood as a 

composite of the microbiome, human genome, and metabolic processes - a ―human 

supraorganism‖ (5). This fundamental integration of human and microbial processes arguably 

reflects how the microbial world has coevolved with and shaped the human immune system (39) 

as it has the broader physical environment (40) and life itself over billions of years (41). 

Proximal Systems 

Proximal to the immediate micro-level ecology, are the systems that directly affec atnd 

are affected by these integrated human-microbial processes. Decades of research on the brain-gut 

axis has elucidated bidirectional relations between the central nervous system and the digestive 

system, with implications for cognitive and emotional states, functional and inflammatory 

gastrointestinal disorders, obesity, and even anorexia (42). In this context, the gut microbiota 

may be integral to fundamental processes including brain development and function (41, 43), and 

may play a significant role in metabolic processes (44), obesity (45), and eating-related 

behavioral propensities in animals and humans (46-48). 

The microbiota also appears to play a role in the development and regulation of the 

immune system relevant to inflammation, auto-immune diseases, and neurological conditions 

(39, 49, 50). Research is also relating diseases of mucosal inflammation of the gut and the lungs, 

suggesting a common lung-gut axis whereby common clinical targets may be identified within 

the gut microbiota for seemingly distinct inflammatory conditions such as irritable bowel disease 

and asthma (51). Other systems are also are ripe for investigation such as a role of the gut 

microbiota in cardiovascular function and health (52), particularly given the role of the vagus 

nerve in both brain-gut communication and cardiac regulation. 
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These physiological systems are integrally related to other proximal systems in the 

psychological (e.g., emotion) and social (e.g., interpersonal interactions and networks) domains. 

Together, these systems provide context for understanding the interrelations of stress, the 

microbiota, and the brain-gut axis. In this regard, the gut microbiota may be both affected by 

stress and emotion, and play a critical role in emotional experience, early formation of 

physiological stress responses, and a range of stress-related pathologies, including visceral pain 

conditions (53, 54). Stress-related neuroendocrine and behavioral responses may affect the gut 

microbiota through effects on gastrointestinal function, metabolism, and immunomodulation. 

Dysbiosis of the microbiota may in turn affect these same processes (55). Stress might also affect 

neurodevelopment through the microbiota‘s direct impact on immune and inflammatory 

processes, and through neuroendocrine-mediated inflammation (55). 

There is also evidence from animal models that composition of the gut microbiota can be 

manipulated to both initiate and reverse a range of behavioral states associated with anxiety, 

depression, and sociability (56). In part, this could be due to metabolites of microbes which 

include neuroactive compounds such as gamma-aminobutyric acid (41, 57). Metabolites also 

may have epigenetic effects (35) that could have far reaching implications for psychosocial 

functioning and the neurodevelopmental sequela of early life stress (55). However, translation 

from animal models to humans needs clarification with regard to neurobiological pathways and 

operationalization of emotion (56, 58). 

In humans, a pilot study on temperament of Korean adults found an enterotype dominated 

by Bacteroidaceae to be associated with greater novelty seeking and reward dependence than an 

enterotype dominated by Prevotellaceae (59). For emotion, pre-clinical data and limited findings 

with humans support the exploration of psychobiotics (psychoactive probiotics) that could have 

targeted cognitive and emotional effects (41, 57). However, the potential for psychiatric 

interventions is currently unclear (60). 
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Proximal social factors, such as family structure, and interactions with other people and 

animals, may also influence the composition of our microbiome (39, 61). In humans, recent 

findings indicate that spore-forming bacteria of the gut comprise a substantial proportion of the 

intestinal microbiota and evidence a high rate of turnover, suggesting that spores are an 

important mechanism by which colonization between humans may occur over time and distance 

(62). In rhesus monkeys, greater similarity of gut microbial community structure has been 

observed within prescribed social groups compared to between groups (63). Some have 

suggested that social bonds and relationships among primates have evolutionary significance for 

survival through the associated sharing of microbial communities (64). Conversely, social 

disruption and other forms of stress in animals may affect composition of the gut microbiota and, 

accordingly, immune function (50, 65). Finally, animal models of autistic spectrum disorders 

suggest that behaviors associated with sociability may be affected by health of the gut microbiota 

and its immediate host environment (56, 66). 

Intermediate Systems 

A range of factors may be considered at the intermediate scale of analysis that operate 

between the proximal-level systems just described and the most distal. For the human 

microbiome, considerable variability in apparently normal profiles of the gut microbiota can be 

observed by geographic region (67). Variation in exposure across different inhabited physical 

environments of the host may be one of many determinants of the so called ‖variable 

microbiome,‖ referring to the set of microbe genes found in some but not all humans (versus a 

core microbiome common to most all humans) (5). Diversity is inherent to the microbial world, 

with microbes evolving (―vertically‖) within genetically related phyla. Horizontal gene transfer 

also takes place between less related organisms, initiated by environmental changes that call for 
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adaptation (68). This appears to occur within the gut, and across humans, animals, and 

geographic space, supporting a broad ecological understanding of the human microbiome (69). 

Diet may be one source of gene transfer from non-human to human microbes, accounting for our 

evolved ability to break down a range of carbohydrates (70). 

In the psychological domain, dietary behavior appears to be a key determinant of the gut 

microbiome, although these effects are confounded by host genetics and a range of social and 

geographic factors (71, 72). Consistent with other known health risks, diets high in fat versus 

plant-based, high fiber diets tend to be differentially associated with the composition and 

function of the gut microbiota as well as obesity and inflammatory markers (71, 73). In one 

study, high protein consumption and intense exercise habits among professional rugby players 

were associated with greater diversity of the microbiota compared to non-athlete controls (74). 

Although the independent effects of diet and activity on diversity remain unclear, some types and 

intensities of physical activity may affect the gut and intestinal microbiota in ways that could 

affect risk for intestinal inflammatory problems (75). 

Spanning many individual behaviors, psychosocial factors can have important influences 

on the microbiota. In particular, widespread antibiotic use and misuse is a global problem (76) 

that represents one of the most significant assaults on the integrity of the human microbiome (77) 

and broader microbial ecosystems (78). In 2010, U.S. pharmacies sold 73,620,748,816 doses of 

antibiotic medications (79). However, the majority of antibiotics globally are used on food 

animals, with conservative estimates at over 60,000 tons in 2010 alone; this amount is expected 

to nearly double by year 2030 due to the growth of intensified agricultural practices in 

developing nations (80). Although research is needed to quantify the impact on the human 

microbiome, one can appreciate that this scale of usage likely has significant implications for 
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microbiomes of humans, animals, and the soils of our broader environment (78). Excessive and 

inappropriate use also accelerates the emergence of resistant bacteria (81) relevant to our built 

and natural living environments (78), which may influence the human microbiome and risk for 

infectious disease. 

The increasing practice of Caesarian deliveries in many developed societies may be 

considered another significant intermediate-level factor contributing to altered microbiomes in 

those populations over recent decades (77). Whereas vaginal delivery initiates normal microbial 

colonization from the mother at birth, infants born surgically show a different microbial 

colonization that may predict a range of health risks into adulthood, including asthma and 

allergic diseases (82). Although these birth delivery effects on the microbiome may be somewhat 

modifiable (83), much is not known with regard to the extent of differences in microbial 

composition and how it may change or fully affect health over time. As Caesarian delivery is 

sometimes medically indicated and sometimes elective, intermediate-level policies and practices 

relating to the procedure, as well as the education and behaviors of medical providers and the 

public may become important psychosocial factors to study. 

Compared to early establishment of the microbiota at birth, subsequent colonization 

appears to be increasingly determined by environmental exposure (84). Microbes in our built and 

natural environments may have beneficial and detrimental effects on the microbiota and health 

(39, 85). Rook and colleagues (86), highlight the general importance of early life exposure to a 

diversity of microbes in our natural environments for developing an individual‘s regulatory 

immune response to commonly encountered agents. An increasing proportion of the global 

population lives in urban settings (87) or amidst micro-level ecosystems that are impoverished 

due to the ubiquity of highly managed and monocultural landscapes (13). In contrast to an 
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abundance of common infectious microbes, urbanized environments are notably devoid of 

―ancient‖ microbes; humans and their immune systems are thought to have evolved to tolerate a 

range of these so-called ―old friends‖ through early life exposures in natural environments that 

support the development of immune regulation. Increased urbanization with its limited provision 

of these microbes is thus associated with commensurate increases in systemic inflammation and 

related conditions among residents (86). 

Beyond these potential developmental effects, little is known about how living 

environments affect the human microbiome itself. In the other direction, the microbial profile of 

at least some interior environments may largely reflect passively accumulated remnants of the 

microbiome directly and indirectly transmitted from humans (88). However, these environments 

likely evolve over time, influenced by outdoor microbiomes and selective pressures from 

materials and biocides used in buildings (87). Thus, microbiomes of interior environments show 

commonalities, but also variation according to geographic region, occupancy, and a range of 

outdoor and human influences (89). 

Distal Systems 

The distal level of scale includes living and non-living natural environments in the 

biological/physical domain, and their interface with broad economic, political, and cultural 

phenomena in the social domain. In the psychological domain, distal factors include constructs 

such as individual awareness of and attitudes about natural environments and social systems. The 

extent of an individual‘s awareness of these factors determine the extent to which they are 

psychologically affected by these environmental and social processes, and conversely, to what 

extent they willfully engage in determining them. 
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The World Health Organization (WHO), One Health, and other global entities have 

identified global ecological health, and biodiversity in particular (at all levels, including 

microbes) as the primary determinant of human health (78). At the most distal level, our broad 

physical environment is inhabited and even shaped by a vast universe of microbial life (40). 

Efforts to measure and catalogue this are underway (90), but the full extent of that world is not 

known, much less how our participation in it may affect the human microbiome. One can 

observe, however, that environmental degradation and changes in biodiversity seen in broader 

environmental ecosystems in recent decades (91) parallel rapid increases in a range of diseases 

associated with disrupted microbiota in developed societies over this time (8, 77, 85). As with 

our built environment, mounting evidence suggests that biodiversity of the natural environment 

plays a significant role in the development and composition of the human microbiome and early-

life immune programing, with decreased microbial diversity likely affecting immune 

development and non-communicable disease risk (13, 39). 

Globalization of social and economic activities have far reaching planetary impacts, 

including the integrally related problems of climate change, biodiversity loss, and environmental 

degradation (92, 93). Indeed, there is ongoing consideration of the ―Anthropocene‖ as a geologic 

epoch to follow the Holocene because of these impacts (94). With diet being a major influence 

on the gut micro environment (71), these distal-level ecological systems affected by 

industrialization and globalization are of likely importance given the role of ecological health in 

the food supply. 

In general terms, there are cultural, geographic, and economic factors that determine 

agricultural and dietary practices, along with individual awareness and attitudes. In turn, these 

factors affect the state of our physical natural environment through agricultural practices that 
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affect the very structure and quality of ecosystem services available to us from that environment. 

More specifically, there is a clear trend globally of decreasing local/regional biodiversity and, 

consequently, less diversity and quality of food, as intensified agricultural practices accelerate. 

This has been occurring with industrialized nations for some time, but it is now rapidly 

increasing among indigenous populations, fueled in part by globalization, economic pressures, 

and the need to feed a growing global population (78, 95). This increasingly manifests as 

monocrop agriculture and imported diets of meat, fat, and high energy foods that significantly 

influence composition of gut flora and associated risk for non-communicable diseases (96). 

These dietary trends reflect the so called ―diet–environment–health trilemma‖ for their negative 

health effects and collateral promotion of deforestation, and increased green-house gas emissions 

due to the energy inefficiency of producing these types of food (97). This contrasts with more 

resource-efficient locally-sourced or traditional diets that rely more on cultural knowledge and 

sustainable practices that generally support local biodiversity, nutritious food, and social 

structures. Finally, other than agriculture, the global proliferation of non-caloric artificial 

sweeteners as the most widely used food additive may functionally modify the gut microbiota 

and increase susceptibility to metabolic disease consistent with mechanisms of glucose 

intolerance in humans (98). 

As with food, the now rapid emergence of resistant bacterial infections is partially 

determined by policies and practices that are influenced by distal economic and social factors 

(99). Addressing this problem will require innovation and societal changes given the magnitude 

of antibiotic use in humans and food animals. For example, demand for traditional antibiotics 

may be reduced through selective use and novel disease prevention efforts (81). Modifying 

current antibiotic use will require that we address a range of distal psychosocial factors including 
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economics, awareness, education, and training that determine use (99). A range of alternatives to 

antibiotics also exist in various stages of development - such as vaccines, antibodies, probiotics, 

and immune stimulation - that may help prevent or treat infections in ways that do not encourage 

resistant organisms (81, 100). Although these options are promising, the success or failure in 

developing them is rooted in distal-level factors such as international cooperation, funding, and 

economic forces (100, 101). 

Synthesis with Contemporary Health Challenges 

The preceding literature indicates that the microbiota may play a significant role in both 

non-communicable and communicable disease. This is best understood in ecological terms as the 

microbiome interacting with various levels of biological, psychological, and social factors across 

time as a dynamic system. This system may best be considered as fluid and without firm 

boundaries. The following examples briefly illustrate how this ecological concept can inform our 

understanding of non-communicable and communicable disease. 

 One important determinant of non-communicable disease risk is socioeconomic status, 

with poorer health more commonly observed in lower socioeconomic strata worldwide (78). At 

the distal and intermediate levels, socioeconomic disparities and geographic variation in the 

quality of natural and built living environments may differentially affect the brain-gut-microbial 

axis and non-communicable disease risk through environmental (86) and behavioral exposures 

(e.g., pollution, smoking, etc.), as well as food type and quality (72, 78). At the proximal and 

immediate levels of analysis, low socioeconomic status individuals may be particularly 

vulnerable considering their associated elevations in stress (102) and the impacts of stress on the 

microbiota that may relate to health over time (50, 55). 
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Socioeconomic burden is also known to affect disease through a range of proximal-level 

physiological processes including inflammation (103), which tend to vary across demographic 

groups (104). Urbanization in general is associated with impoverished microbial exposure from 

natural environments, which may contribute to greater prevalence of chronic inflammatory 

conditions among city dwellers (13, 39). But risk of inflammatory disease is pronounced among 

urban residents living in poverty. One potential explanation is that greater inflammation 

associated with the stress and various insults of living in low socioeconomic status conditions is 

added to, or interacts with, inflammation already elevated from urbanized living (86). In 

addition, cognitive appraisals, emotion, racism, and education level – which may be thought of 

as proximal and intermediate factors – have been observed to either mediate or moderate effects 

of socioeconomic status on inflammatory markers, with effects evident from early life through 

middle adulthood (105-111). Thus, distal influences on health such as socioeconomic status may 

affect risk for non-communicable disease by interacting with a range of more proximal factors, 

the microbiota, and related physiological systems over time. 

An ecological approach can illuminate the challenge of communicable disease as well. 

Globally, antibiotic use (79) and resistance (112) have increased dramatically in recent years. 

Antibiotic resistance may affect humans through multiple pathways along the food chain and 

through the emergence of and exposure to novel antibiotic resistant genes in the environment 

more generally (112). The processes of horizontal gene transfer occur in the face of 

environmental change, and are especially prompted by anthropogenic pollution, including 

antimicrobial compounds that persist in the environment. In addition, DNA molecules associated 

with resistance can last in isolation for considerable amounts of time (68). The globally-

connected nature of the microbiome therefore helps account for how antibiotic resistant genes 
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appear to be transferred between humans and animals, and across large geographic areas, without 

actual infection by a resistant organism (69). Indeed, similar proportions of antibiotic resistant 

genes have been identified in the gut microbiota of humans across continents (113). 

At the immediate/micro level, use of antimicrobial agents clearly affects the host 

microbiota in ways that are both known and unknown. This in turn may directly or indirectly 

affect proximal systems related to physiology, emotion, and perhaps, even social integration. At 

the intermediate level, usage behavior of antibiotics and antimicrobials occurs in the context of 

other intermediate sociocultural factors with broader implications. For example, socially-

determined practices and policies allow for antibiotic-laden human and animal waste to be 

released into the environment through wastewater treatment and placement on fields as fertilizer. 

And, reclaimed water used to irrigate parkland has led to the presence of antibiotic resistant 

genes in those soils (114). More distal influences on antibiotic resistance include economic, 

cultural, and policy factors worldwide (101). For example, the proportion of antibiotic resistant 

genes in human fecal samples has been shown to vary according to antibiotic use policies and the 

duration of use by country (113). Policies that determine use of antibiotics and the development 

of alternative approaches that can both minimize environmental toxicity and slow the emergence 

of drug-resistance (81, 100) are therefore critical social factors that need consideration. 

Resistant organisms are only part of a larger health and biodiversity crisis being realized 

at multiple organismic levels associated with pesticides, herbicides, and active pharmaceutical 

ingredients that include antimicrobial and other endocrine-disrupting compounds (115, 116). In 

addition to antibiotic resistance, loss of biodiversity may interact with multiple other factors to 

affect the microbiome and risk of infectious disease in general. For example, in larger species, 

declining diversity of wild animal hosts for vector-borne pathogens, forest fragmentation, 
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changes in climate, and intensified livestock and farming practices often translate into more rapid 

development and transmission of infectious agents (93, 95). Likewise, human-induced changes 

in environmental landscapes and rapid changes in climate may have profound implications for 

the microbiomes of landscapes, aquatic ecosystems, and the global food supply (13, 93). 

Diversity at the micro level may be important given the role of the immediate host environment, 

microbial community assembly, and interactions among microbes in mediating the success or 

failure of pathogens and parasites (9, 117). Furthermore, stress has shown associations with 

diversity of the microbiota in mice and impacts on immune function and susceptibility to 

infection (65). Appreciating the interdependence of proximal host systems and biodiversity 

across levels of scale is therefore important if we are to better predict host outcomes and 

accordingly develop infectious disease prevention and control practices. This is particularly 

important now in the context of a changing climate where parasite and pathogen emergence and 

survival may be affected in unknown ways (93, 117, 118). 

Implications 

Laboratory advances are continually identifying new species and their properties (62, 84, 

119), and evolutionary accounts suggest that the microbiome is not static, but constantly 

evolving within various time scales, determined by factors as immediate as microbial metabolites 

and as distal as climate. The preceding literature suggests that the principles of ecosystems in 

general (17, 18, 120) are important for understanding these dynamic processes (14, 22). 

However, even in the relatively established field of ecology it is becoming clear how little is 

known about trends in biodiversity across most life forms when different spatial and temporal 

scales are considered, or the full meaning of changes at these various levels (120). For example, 

average constancy of species richness can hide substantial change in species type over time 
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(120). Likewise, in the nascent field of human microbiome research, the level of analysis from 

species to strain can greatly affect conclusions regarding stability of the microbiota over time 

(84). Therefore, what we observe at the micro level of analysis in a particular laboratory or 

clinical investigation may be of limited generalizability without considering broader contextual 

and temporal influences on those observations (121). 

Modeling the complex ecology of the gut microbiome is challenging in itself (23), so the 

additional consideration of a vast number of interacting broader contextual factors is a 

formidable task that should be considered an aspirational goal if medicine is to make durable 

progress in this area. A decade ago, the field of environmental microbiology was likened to the 

study of ―a billion universes,‖ with a need for concilient theory (i.e., unifying specialized areas 

of knowledge) to push beyond the largely cell-by-cell descriptive nature of work to that point 

(122). As the bidirectional influences between human and broader environmental and social 

systems become ever more clear, there is a need for collaboration and modeling approaches that 

embrace the inherent transdisciplinary nature of these interactions (123) in order to span the 

artificial divide between environmental and biomedical sciences (14). This can best be 

accomplished in microbiome research when investigators from diverse disciplines formulate 

research agendas that transcend traditional boundaries and actively harness a range of 

perspectives (8, 13, 15, 124). 

The proposed ecological framework encourages the development of ecologically valid 

hypotheses for testing through consideration of a broad range of factors across levels and 

domains of influence that we might measure, control, or at least consider in the interpretation of 

empirical results. Those who study the microbial ecology of built environments are meeting a 
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similar challenge by delineating a range of parameters that the literature suggests may influence 

their primary point of analysis, including building design, operation, and occupancy (125). 

Perhaps building on existing guidelines (126), a road map with an even broader view is needed 

to study the more complex human microbiome. 

Such a comprehensive approach can help overcome present limitations in determining 

causation due to the largely correlational and cross-sectional research to date. For example, at the 

immediate/micro level, traditional statistical approaches are giving way to more complex 

modeling technology that can better examine and predict the interactive nature of many variables 

over time and scale (22, 23, 127). In addition, some researchers advocate for using available and 

developing technology to examine a ―multi-omics pipeline‖ to better reveal how microbes 

differentially function in varied habitats across the levels of genes, gene expression, proteins, and 

metabolites (21). On a larger scale, spatial environmental mapping data is one tool currently 

available that can examine landscape markers at various scales - including measurable 

characteristics of vegetation, air, and soil – that may serve as proxies for microbial exposure to 

examine potential links between environmental microbiota and health outcomes over time. Of 

particular interest here may be potential nonlinear dose-response associations between level of 

environmental exposure to key ―old friend‖ organisms and health outcomes (13). 

In the epidemiology literature, current and developing analytic approaches, study design 

considerations, and readily available statistical tools have been outlined to study the relations of 

intermediate and distal factors with the microbiome (121, 128). To address the primary challenge 

of large observation-to-variable ratios, ―big data‖ and machine learning approaches that consider 

context in microbiome research (11), and that are used commercially for pattern recognition and 

prediction, such as association rule mining, may prove useful for identifying associations across 
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myriad variables for further study (121). Open access data sharing and software will also be vital 

for progress (15). These are increasingly available (84, 127), and could eventually include 

crowdsourcing to address current limitations on sampling and geographic reach (21). Beyond 

obtaining big data, there have been calls for funding sources and mechanisms that are broad in 

scope, along with a set of common standards and a centralized data framework to merge findings 

from many levels of scale that are currently fragmented across investigators, funding sources, 

and methods (21, 121, 129). 

On the applied side, progress in developing reliable interventions and public health 

efforts are also challenged by the tremendous variability across individuals, age, culture, and 

geography that make defining ―normal‖ gut microbiota or dysbiosis elusive (130). This 

variability, small sample sizes typical of intervention studies, and correlational study designs are 

again significant hurdles to overcome in developing clinical applications (15, 121, 131). Yet, 

according to one recent review, advances can be seen in optimizing the microbe-host nexus 

through microbe nutrient input (e.g., diet & prebiotics), introduction of microbes (e.g., fecal 

transplant & probiotics), and eliminating problematic organisms (e.g., targeted antibiotics & 

bacteriophages) (131). The next few years may hold considerable promise for innovation in 

treatment of Clostridium difficile infection (131, 132), and modulation of the developing gut 

microbiome of children in particular given their relatively malleable biomes (131). 

But despite potential short-term benefits, we suggest that an exclusively micro-level 

paradigm for discovery and intervention is limited given the inherently evolving nature of the 

microbiome and the significant contextual influences on it. This, and the highly communal 

nature of microbes, lead some authors to suggest that we take an ―adaptive management‖ clinical 

approach, employing an iterative process of assessment and intervention that is sensitive to 
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changes in an individual‘s microbiome, rather than assume a static or universal healthy 

microbiota (9, 14). This is consistent with the ongoing difficulty in identifying common 

signatures of dysbiosis in clinical populations, such as with functional and inflammatory 

gastrointestinal disease (133). Rather than reductionistic, we suggest that understanding 

dysbiosis on a personalized level (9) underscores the importance of contextual influences and 

time on the microbiome and disease (11). 

An ecological paradigm of the microbiota-health nexus also implies that more is at stake 

than individual health if we take an exclusively micro focus. This is illustrated by the tremendous 

success of antibiotic medications now being qualified by potentially significant negative impacts 

on the human microbiome, broader ecology, and subsequent health. Although the success of 

antibiotics has also brought us to discover the very microbial world that is under threat by them - 

and the potential of that world to transform the way we understand and treat disease - the full 

irony is seen with the emergence now of a ―post-antibiotic era‖ in which that microbial world is 

evolving to render current antibiotics ineffective against the very diseases that defined their 

success (112).  

The continually evolving nature of the microbiome and the broad contextual influences 

outlined in this review suggest that if efforts to intervene are too myopic, at best they will be of 

limited use over time. However, on the path toward this, it is conceivable that an increasing 

number of null findings are reported (or fail to be reported given publishing bias) if studies with 

unmeasured or uncontrolled influences make it prohibitive to reliably discern signal from noise. 

Such a trend could prematurely thwart interest by researchers, funding agencies, and the public 

to support microbiome research. This could be a tremendous opportunity missed for advancing 

health. 
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An exclusive focus on breakthroughs and advances at the micro level could also lure us 

away from better understanding and managing the environmental contextual factors that may 

have greater, more fundamental impacts on microbiome health than focal interventions ever 

could. A path toward reductionism again, albeit now more complex, could thus have an 

opportunity cost of failing to attend to environmental threats that are paramount. Although 

technological advances in the area of microbiome technology hold some promise for addressing 

some of these environmental challenges through microbes themselves (134), the still unfolding 

story of antibiotic impacts on health and environment should underscore the importance of 

foresight and humility regarding the risks and limits of current technology to intervene in 

systems that have evolved over millions of years. 

Conclusion 

Since the time of Forbes‘ observations about basic ecology (1), and the discovery of 

pathogens, we have made significant but still limited advances in understanding our microbial 

world in general, and in how the gut microbiota relates to health. At the immediate level, we 

understand the human microbiome to be dynamic and multiply determined through processes 

that are not fully known. Presently, this complexity is most accessible to the extent that we 

define, measure, and manipulate the gut micro environment as a relatively closed, static system 

within the body. Yet, emerging evidence on the interrelations of the microbiota with neural 

systems, physiological processes such as inflammation, stress, and broader environments 

suggests the need to understand microbiota-health associations by considering how immediate 

and proximal systems interact with more distal biological, psychological, and social systems. 
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Of obvious importance is the continued advancement of our basic understanding of 

immediate microbiome processes, and potentially harnessing this to address dysbiosis clinically. 

However, the effectiveness of this approach over time without ecological consideration is 

unknown. The emerging consensus is that the ecologies of the microbiome interact significantly 

with broader ecologies. This makes a range of contextual factors important to consider for 

maximizing the reliability and generalizability of both clinical and basic research over time. By 

extension, we face the prospect that clinical efficacy in addressing dysbiosis only at the host 

level will be dwarfed by - or reach a point of diminishing returns against - environmental 

conditions that are foundational to the health of microbial systems, humans, and all life on earth. 

Arguably, sustainable bio-environmental systems that support microbial and general health hold 

the greatest value in the long term (78, 135). 

Although many of the potential factors relating to the microbiome and brain-gut axis are 

currently beyond direct empirical examination, the framework proposed here can encourage 

progress in the difficult but necessary challenge to increase the ecological validity of microbiome 

research. An ecological approach also has known co-benefits for microbiome and general health 

(78), and the clinical and economic benefits of both prevention and environmental health in 

general have long been clear. The greatest dividends would therefore come from efforts aimed at 

micro-level advances that increasingly consider the influence of broader systems, while 

supporting the health and sustainability of those systems. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Figure 1. Biopsychosocial Ecology of the Human Microbiome and health. The biopsychosocial 

(BPS) ecological framework illustrated here extends Engel‘s general BPS model (1977) by 

explicitly considering the dynamic relations across the BPS domains and their various levels, 

characterizing environmental and human factors as dynamic interactive processes that comprise 

a global ecological system over time. As an ecological system, the biological, psychological, and 

social factors are mutually determined and fluid between these domains and across levels 

(immediate, proximal, intermediate, and distal) within each. Health of the microbiome and neural 

systems may thus be influenced by health of the microbial ecologies of humans and their 

physical environments as well as broader-level environmental and social factors in which these 

myriad microbial ecologies and humans participate. Concept and copyright by Karl J. Maier, 

PhD (first author). Illustrated by Design Dedeaux. 
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